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Week 32 Program Guide 
Sunday, 31 July 2022 

6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

6:30am ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 

Paul Higgins brings you a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural 

Australia. ABC News reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories 

about what's really going on outside the big cities. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 

Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 

Spend your Sunday morning on the couch with the Insiders panel, as Walkley Award-

winning journalist David Speers brings his inimitable interview style and forensic analysis 

to Australia's most popular political affairs show. 

  

10:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 

Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

11:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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11:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that gets to the heart of the big sporting issues and events of the week. Kelli 

Underwood and a panel of sportswriters, commentators, coaches, athletes and officials 

unpack all the action both on and off the field. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 

more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 

the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  
1:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
  

1:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

2:30pm Back Roads: Hebel, QLD 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Heather Ewart travels to the border town of Hebel in south-west Queensland, a little 

place with a big heart, where folk look for a silver lining in the toughest of times.   

  

3:00pm ABC News 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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3:30pm Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
The show that gets to the heart of the big sporting issues and events of the week. Kelli 
Underwood and a panel of sportswriters, commentators, coaches, athletes and officials 
unpack all the action both on and off the field. 

  

4:00pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

5:00pm ABC News With Auslan 

(CC) 
The latest news and information from ABC News. This bulletin will be Auslan interpreted 
to provide accessible information to keep Australia's deaf community connected and 
informed. Presented by Miriam Corowa. 

  

5:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC 
News correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, London, 
New Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

6:30pm The Context with John Barron 

(Repeat)Final 
For the final time this season, join John Barron as he puts the news and major issues into 
historical, international and factual context. (Final for 2022) 

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 
A complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news and the issues and events 
that matter to you. ABC News Sunday brings together the best reporting from across the 
nation and extended special reports.  

  

7:40pm The Virus 

(Repeat) 
Your one-stop weekly program keeping you up to date with everything you need to 
know about COVID-19. We're entering a new phase of the pandemic, as life slowly 
returns to normal but COVID remains circulating in the community. 
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8:00pm Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
Spend your Sunday morning on the couch with the Insiders panel, as Walkley Award-
winning journalist David Speers brings his inimitable interview style and forensic analysis 
to Australia's most popular political affairs show. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

9:30pm Back Roads: Hebel, QLD 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Heather Ewart travels to the border town of Hebel in south-west Queensland, a little 
place with a big heart, where folk look for a silver lining in the toughest of times.   

  

10:00pm ABC News Update 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  

10:02pm A Wild Ride: 30 Years of Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,Repeat) 
Celebrating 30 years on air, we look back at Foreign Correspondent's most memorable 
stories, incredible people and amazing journeys, chronicling the changes that have 
transformed our world over the past three decades. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

11:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 
With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 
more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 
the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

12:00am ABC News Overnight 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 

  

12:15am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 

agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 

heartland. 
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1:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 

  

1:30am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

Spend your Sunday morning on the couch with the Insiders panel, as Walkley Award-

winning journalist David Speers brings his inimitable interview style and forensic analysis 

to Australia's most popular political affairs show. 

  

2:30am Offsiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that gets to the heart of the big sporting issues and events of the week. Kelli 

Underwood and a panel of sportswriters, commentators, coaches, athletes and officials 

unpack all the action both on and off the field. 

  

3:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

3:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 

The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 

from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 

  

3:30am DW Conflict Zone 

(Repeat) 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, we go face-to-face with global decision-

makers, seeking straight answers to straight questions, putting the spotlight on 

controversial issues and calling the powerful to account. 

  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  
4:15am ABC News Video Lab: Hypersonic Missiles: The New Arms Race 

(Repeat) 

The development of Hypersonic missiles opens the door to a new arms race where 

competing countries develop weapons that cannot be countered by current defence 

systems. Are these weapons too dangerous to have? 
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4:30am ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 

Paul Higgins brings you a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural 

Australia. ABC News reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories 

about what's really going on outside the big cities. 
  

5:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 

agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 

heartland. 
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Monday, 1 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

  
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

  
1:30pm Capital Hill 

(CC) 

  
2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

  
3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

  
4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

  
5:00pm ABC News Hour 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Karina Carvalho presents a complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news 

and the issues that matter. ABC Evening News brings together the best reporting from 

across the nation and speaks with expert guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Australia's most trusted source of independent news, ABC News connects Australians 
with the latest news, original reporting, reliable information and analysis to keep you 
informed and up-to-date. Presented by Manny Tsigas. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 
Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 
panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 
and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 
happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am The Context with John Barron 

(Repeat)Final 
For the final time this season, join John Barron as he puts the news and major issues into 
historical, international and factual context. (Final for 2022) 
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1:00am ABC Late News 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:30am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

3:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

3:55am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

4:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 
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4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
  

5:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
  

5:30am ABC News Regional 

(CC,Repeat) 
Paul Higgins brings you a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural 
Australia. ABC News reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories 
about what's really going on outside the big cities. 
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Tuesday, 2 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

  
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

  
1:30pm Capital Hill 

(CC) 

  
2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

  
3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

  
4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

  

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
Karina Carvalho presents a complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news 
and the issues that matter. ABC Evening News brings together the best reporting from 
across the nation and speaks with expert guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 
Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 
presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 
reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 
Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 
and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 
covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Australia's most trusted source of independent news, ABC News connects all Australians 
with the latest news, original reporting, reliable information and analysis to keep you 
informed and up-to-date. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 

and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 

happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

12:30am Courtney Act's One Plus One: Renee McBryde 

(CC,Repeat) 

After years of carrying around her family's secret, Renee McBryde wrote a tell-all 

memoir. Courtney speaks with the author about the challenges of navigating fame and 

family, and her journey to break the cycle of abuse. 
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1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:30am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

3:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

3:55am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 
  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

4:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 
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4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
  

5:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 
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Wednesday, 3 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

  
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

  
12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

  
1:40pm Capital Hill 

(CC) 

  
2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

  
3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

  
4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

  

5:00pm ABC News Hour 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 
Karina Carvalho presents a complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news 
and the issues that matter. ABC Evening News brings together the best reporting from 
across the nation and speaks with expert guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 
Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 
presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 
reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 
Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 
and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 
covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 
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8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Australia's most trusted source of independent news, ABC News connects all Australians 
with the latest news, original reporting, reliable information and analysis to keep you 
informed and up-to-date. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 

news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 

and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 

and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 

happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 
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12:30am Planet America: Capitol Attack Hearings 

(Repeat) 

In a Planet America Special, John Barron and Chas Licciardello examine the Hearings into 

the Capitol Attacks on January 6. What evidence did the hearings uncover, could charges 

be pending and what is the fallout for the USA? 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 

Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 

details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:30am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

3:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

3:55am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
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4:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  
4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

5:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
  

5:30am Surviving Extinction 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

Australia has some of the most unique animals anywhere on the planet and also one of 

the highest rates of threatened species. We look at efforts to save five unique Australian 

species that are on the verge of extinction. 
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6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

  
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

  
1:30pm Capital Hill 

(CC) 

  
2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

  
3:15pm ABC News Afternoons 

  
4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

  
5:00pm ABC News Hour 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Karina Carvalho presents a complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news 

and the issues that matter. ABC Evening News brings together the best reporting from 

across the nation and speaks with expert guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 

  

8:45pm The Business 

(CC) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Elysse Morgan. 
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9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Australia's most trusted source of independent news, ABC News connects all Australians 
with the latest news, original reporting, reliable information and analysis to keep you 
informed and up-to-date. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 
The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 
Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 
Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 
panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

11:55pm Heywire 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 
and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 
happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

12:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Elysse Morgan. 
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12:30am Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading international current affairs program uncovers the stories and people 
whose struggles and triumphs help to explain the big picture - told through compelling 
storytelling and rich cinematography. (Return) 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

1:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:30am ABC Late News 

(Repeat) 
End your day informed and up-to-date. Michael Tetlow presents ABC Late News from 
Perth, bringing you detailed coverage of the day's top stories, trusted analysis and new 
details on the issues and events that shaped our day. 

  

3:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 
Know what's going on in our world. Beverley O'Connor presents the latest international 
news and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents 
and interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

3:55am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  
4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
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4:15am The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Elysse Morgan. 
  

4:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

5:30am Courtney Act's One Plus One: Renee McBryde 

(CC,Repeat) 
After years of carrying around her family's secret, Renee McBryde wrote a tell-all 
memoir. Courtney speaks with the author about the challenges of navigating fame and 
family, and her journey to break the cycle of abuse. 
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6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

  
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

  
3:00pm ABC News Afternoons 

  
4:00pm Afternoon Briefing 

(CC) 

  
4:30pm Friday Briefing 

(CC) 

  
5:00pm ABC News Hour 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Karina Carvalho presents a complete round-up of the day's top stories, the latest news 

and the issues that matter. ABC Evening News brings together the best reporting from 

across the nation and speaks with expert guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Australians turn to ABC News when news breaks at home or abroad. Karina Carvalho 

presents the day's top stories, latest news and information, exclusive investigations and 

reports from respected journalists across the nation. 

  

7:45pm The Virus 

Your one-stop weekly program keeping you up to date with everything you need to 

know about COVID-19. We're entering a new phase of the pandemic, as life slowly 

returns to normal but COVID remains circulating in the community. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Karina Carvalho brings you a clearer picture of the day's top stories with local, national 

and global news reports. Australia's most trusted news source has the issues and events 

covered from all angles to keep you in touch. 
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8:30pm Courtney Act's One Plus One: Mark Trevorrow 

(CC,Repeat) 

Mark Trevorrow has been on Australian screens for four decades as famous alter-ego 

Bob Downe, but rarely speaks about himself. In his first longform TV interview he opens 

up about identity, homophobia and his toughest gigs. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Australia's most trusted source of independent news, ABC News connects all Australians 
with the latest news, original reporting, reliable information and analysis to keep you 
informed and up-to-date. Presented by Yvonne Yong. 

  

9:30pm Close Of Business 

With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 

more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 

the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

10:00pm The World 

(CC) 

Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 

and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents and 

interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 

  

11:00pm ABC News Update 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

11:02pm The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

12:00am ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 

and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 

happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

12:15am Q+A Highlights 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. The highlights of Q+A as hosts 

Virginia Trioli, David Speers and Stan Grant are joined by a panel with diverse opinions to 

cover the topics that have everyone talking. 
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12:45am The Virus 

(Repeat) 

Your one-stop weekly program keeping you up to date with everything you need to 

know about COVID-19. We're entering a new phase of the pandemic, as life slowly 

returns to normal but COVID remains circulating in the community. 

  

1:00am ABC Late News 

(CC,Repeat) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of the day's top stories 

and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 

happening in the cities, suburbs and regional communities. 

  

1:15am Friday Briefing 

(CC,Repeat) 
End the week on top of all the big issues in politics and national affairs. Greg Jennett is 
joined by a panel of journalists and commentators to discuss the big stories that 
dominated the news agenda. 

  

1:45am Way Out Ag: Green And Gold 

(CC,Repeat) 

In 2019 Landline visited the only Australian farm producing edible pumpkin seeds. A 

pallet can sell for thirty thousand dollars. And when pressed, the rich green oil is green 

gold.  

  

2:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:30am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 

more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 

the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

3:00am The World 

(CC,Repeat) 

Know what's going on in our world. Yvonne Yong presents the latest international news 

and a complete look at today's events with reports from ABC News correspondents and 

interviews with experts, commentators and guests. 
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3:55am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

4:15am The Virus 

(Repeat) 

Your one-stop weekly program keeping you up to date with everything you need to 

know about COVID-19. We're entering a new phase of the pandemic, as life slowly 

returns to normal but COVID remains circulating in the community. 

  

4:30am DW Conflict Zone 

From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, we go face-to-face with global decision-

makers, seeking straight answers to straight questions, putting the spotlight on 

controversial issues and calling the powerful to account. 

  

5:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

5:30am Friday Briefing 

(CC,Repeat) 

End the week on top of all the big issues in politics and national affairs. Greg Jennett is 

joined by a panel of journalists and commentators to discuss the big stories that 

dominated the news agenda. 
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Saturday, 6 August 2022 

6:00am ABC News Update 

The top stories from ABC News, updating you on the latest headlines and the overnight 

news from across Australia and around the world. 

  

6:02am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 

more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 

the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

6:30am The Breakfast Couch 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah 

Ibrahim bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:55am Heywire 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

11:00am ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

11:30am The World This Week 

(CC) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC 

News correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, London, 

New Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm ABC News Regional 

(CC) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 

reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories about what's really 

going on outside the big cities. 

  

1:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

1:30pm Q+A Highlights 

(Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. The highlights of Q+A as hosts 

Virginia Trioli, David Speers and Stan Grant are joined by a panel with diverse opinions to 

cover the topics that have everyone talking. 

  

2:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

2:30pm Landline 

(CC) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

3:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

3:30pm Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 

With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 

more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 

the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

4:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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4:30pm The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 

Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 

hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 

News Breakfast. 

  

5:00pm ABC News 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

5:30pm ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 

Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 

reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories about what's really 

going on outside the big cities. 

  

6:00pm ABC Evening News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

6:30pm Back Roads: Tumut, NSW 

(CC,AD,Repeat,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

The Snowy Valleys come alive to the sound of music and traditions, old and new, bring a 

community together and heal the wounds of the past.  

  

7:00pm ABC National News 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

7:30pm Courtney Act's One Plus One: Renee McBryde 

(CC,Repeat) 

After years of carrying around her family's secret, Renee McBryde wrote a tell-all 

memoir. Courtney speaks with the author about the challenges of navigating fame and 

family, and her journey to break the cycle of abuse. 

  

8:00pm ABC News Tonight 

Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 

investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 
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8:15pm Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

The longest running show on Australian TV, this award-winning current affairs 

documentary series is a powerhouse of investigative journalism - fearless and forensic, 

holding power to account through six decades and counting. 

  

9:00pm ABC Nightly News 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

9:30pm Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
Australia's leading international current affairs program uncovers the stories and people 
whose struggles and triumphs help to explain the big picture - told through compelling 
storytelling and rich cinematography. (Return) 

  

10:00pm ABC Late News Weekend 

(CC) 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

10:30pm The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC 
News correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, London, 
New Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

11:00pm ABC Late News 
Live across Australia, the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and live 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus comprehensive analysis, context and original 
investigations from ABC reporters around the world. 

  

11:30pm ABC News Regional 
(CC,Repeat) 
Take a closer look at what's making headlines in regional and rural Australia. ABC News 
reporters across the country uncover the news and unique stories about what's really 
going on outside the big cities. 

  

12:00am ABC News Overnight 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 
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12:15am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 
critique, we have been exposing conflicts of interest, journalistic deceit, 
misrepresentation, manipulation and plagiarism since 1989. 

  

12:30am The Breakfast Couch 

(Repeat) 
Join Michael Rowland, Lisa Millar and the team for some of the best conversations as we 
hear from some of the most informed and entertaining guests who have appeared on 
News Breakfast. 

  

1:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

1:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 

  

1:30am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 
business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 
regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

2:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

2:15am ABC News Overnight 

(Repeat) 
The final word on the day's top stories, with the latest news and updated information 
from Australia's most trusted source of independent news. 

  

2:30am DW Focus On Europe 
From our broadcast partner Deutsche Welle, Focus On Europe puts the spotlight on 
people and asks what drives the people of Europe - politically, socially and culturally. 
What are their views, hopes and fears? 

  

3:00am DW News 
The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 
broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 
reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 
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3:15am Close Of Business 

(Repeat) 
With cost of living pressures and interest rates rising after the pandemic, it's never been 
more important to keep an eye on your money. Rachel Pupazzoni and the team explain 
the economic impact for business and consumers. 

  

3:45am The Virus 

(Repeat) 
Your one-stop weekly program keeping you up to date with everything you need to 
know about COVID-19. We're entering a new phase of the pandemic, as life slowly 
returns to normal but COVID remains circulating in the community. 

  

4:00am DW News 

The latest international news and the day's top stories from a European perspective. Our 

broadcast partner Deutsche Welle brings you live coverage from Berlin, with updated 

reports from Ukraine and expert analysis. 

  

4:15am ABC News Update 

(Repeat) 

The headlines from ABC News, updating you on the day's top stories from across 

Australia and around the world. 

  

4:17am Q+A Highlights 

(Repeat) 

The show that puts you at the centre of the conversation. The highlights of Q+A as hosts 

Virginia Trioli, David Speers and Stan Grant are joined by a panel with diverse opinions to 

cover the topics that have everyone talking. 

  

4:50am National Press Club Address 

(CC,Repeat) 

The National Press Club hosts public debates and discussions that shape Australia now 

and into the future. Home to national conversations featuring decision-makers and 

influencers; driving the national debate forward. 

  
 


